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the power of Grace Slick's vocal.
For the Luxman, it was a test to
separate the sounds in a mono
recording, and give each its head.
The slithery guitar against that
trashy snare, the pounding bass,
and a vocal quavering with rage - it
was appropriate that this 49 year
old song sounded so fresh through
an amplifier that thinks it's still the
Summer of Love.
But as this is emphatically a
stereo amplifier it was incumbent
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on us to feed it with something
exhibiting glorious two channel
majesty. We chose to lose ourselves
in'Concierto de Arunjuez' from
Miles Davis's sublime sketches of
Spaln IMobile Fidelity]. The spread
across the room was gloriously
wide, the brass focused yet filling
sufficient space, while those tell-tale
castanets enjoyed their own turf,
crisp, clicky, and wooden.

Luxman L 590AXII
his beast of an integrated

amplifier, the f6995
L-59oAXll, certainly merits
your attention and it can
be used as a preamp or power amp
by activating the button labelled
'separates', next to 'direct'- which
bypasses

the balance and tone

control circuitry.
Luxman's 3owch rating may
apply only to its billing as a Class
A amp as this is no 3o-watter in
its real-world behaviour. But sheer
power will not be why you'll fall in

- which drove a collection of Focals
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and Beyers and various vintage

about the

Sennheisers with ease.

L"sgOAXll says

litted lor four line
inputs and phono, with an earthing
post, as well as two balanced XLR
inputs (rear sockets have their own

'201 6' as once
lost features
are revived

protective covers). Other terminals
account for record-out, monitor-in
and pre-out, and two remote output
connections for integration with AV

socket, phono
stage, vt, meters,

systems. l\.4eanwhile, its two pairs
of speaker binding posts accept
spades, bare wire or banana plugs.
Then there are
those two VU meters,

controls...

RCAS are

'lt rs burstrng with the
features we enjoyed in hr-fl
until minrmahsm ruled
love with the L-59oAXll. No, you'll
want this for the same reason that
people buy retro'inspired cars.
It's bursting with the features and
viftues that we enjoyed in hi-fi until
u ltra-min ima lism came to rule.
It features everything that
you need bar a DAC to serve as
the heaft of a system, with a
comprehensive remote and all oI
those conveniences some of us miss
elsewhere, like a mono selector,
bass and treble controls, MM/,4C
phono stage, subsonic filter and
loudness control - all of which
have their uses, even if outside of
'serious' listening sessions.
And Luxman has engineered a
separate headphone amplifier too

CDs

- headphone

A+B sp€akers,

rec out,

were used for testinq the

line inputs, the l\.4arantz DV8300
SACD/DVD player serving nicely to
deliver butt-kickinq hard rock via
Twisted Sister's'We're Not Gonna
fake ll'[Big Hits And Nasty Cutsi
Atlantic]. And Dee Snider's snarl,
scarily vicious quitar, poundinq
percussion? Check.

tone

corgeous mono recorded in
Capitol's studios in the 1950s,
Mickey Katz's'Duvid Crockett' on
Now That Sounds Koiherl [5hout!
Factory] sparkled too, especially the
vibes, while the brass cut through
the air with surgical precision.

welcome back!

feature that makes
us swoon when
we see Nagras,
l\.4clntoshes and
a

VERDICT
The real bliss provided by Luxman's
t-590Axll is how it lets you return to
hi-fi's colden Age, while producing
sound to match modern criteria.
We'd even buy the amplifier for the
looks and retro features alone. il

products trom others
who know that their allure vastly
out'sexes LEDS. They may not be

'lab accurate', but they look great!
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We dipped straight into vinyl, using
the rather fine internal phono stage

with the clearaudio coldlinger IHFN
lan '151 on an SME 30/12 deck IHFN
Mar'111. And the first LP told us
more about the Luxman in one track
than we could have imagined.
Raucous, rousing and unrefined,
'Somebody To Love'from Jefferson
Airplane's sur.ealiit c P//ow IMobile
Fidelity] is mono but it was revealing
of the Luxman's prowess. The attack
of the percussion was relentless,
but the staqgering element was
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